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GENERATING SUBGROUPS OF THE CIRCLE USING A
GENERALIZED CLASS OF DENSITY FUNCTIONS
PRATULANANDA DAS AND AYAN GHOSH
Abstract. In this article, we consider the generalized version dfg of the natural
density function introduced in [8] where g : N→ [0,∞) satisfies g(n) → ∞ and
n
g(n)
9 0 whereas f is an unbounded modulus function and generate versions
of characterized subgroups of the circle group T using these density functions.
We show that these subgroups have the same feature as the s-characterized
subgroups [19] or α-characterized subgroups [9] and our results provide more
general versions of the main results of both the articles. But at the same time
the utility of this more general approach is justified by constructing new and
nontrivial subgroups for suitable choice of f and g. In several of our results we
use properties of the ideal Zg(f) which are first presented along with certain
new observations about these ideals which were not there in [8].
1. Introduction and background
Throughout this paper R, Q, Z and N will stand for the set of all real numbers,
the set of all rational numbers, the set of all integers and the set of all natural
numbers respectively. The first three are equipped with their usual abelian group
structure, while we denote by T the circle group R/Z in additive notation. For a
positive natural number m we denote by Z(m) the set of solutions of the equation
mx = 0 in T. This is a cyclic group of order m. For x ∈ R we denote by ⌊x⌋ the
greatest integer less than x, and by {x} we denote its fractional part.
Let us start with the important observation as, how historically, nice subgroups
of the circle group have been generated via the notion of usual convergence using
sequences of integers which later came to be known as characterized subgroups.
Definition 1.1. [10] Let (an) be a sequence of integers, the subgroup
t(an)(T) := {x ∈ T : {anx} → 0 in T}.
of T is called a characterized (by (an)) subgroup of T.
Characterized subgroups of T have been studied widely by many authors, and a
major part of it has been devoted knowing these subgroups for arithmetic sequences.
Eggleston [24] observed (see also [4]) that the asymptotic behavior of the sequence
qn :=
an
an−1
of ratios has a strong impact on the size of t(an)(T):
(E1) t(an)(T) is countable if (qn) is bounded;
(E2) |t(an)(T)| = c if qn →∞.
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Bı´ro´, Deshouillers and So´s [10] established the important fact that every count-
able subgroup of T is characterized. The whole history concerning these investiga-
tions along with relevant references can be found in the surveys [[18], [17]] as also
the recent article [19].
In many cases the subgroup t(an)(T) is rather small, even if the sequence (an) is
not too dense. This suggests that asking anx→ 0 maybe somewhat too restrictive
(as has been pointed out in more details in [19]). A very natural instinct should be
to consider modes of convergence which are more general than the notion of usual
convergence and here the idea of natural density came into picture, as motivated
by the above mentioned observation, Dikranjan, Das and Bose [19] introduced
the notion of statistically characterized subgroups of T by relaxing the condition
anx→ 0 with the condition anx→ 0 statistically.
For m,n ∈ N and m ≤ n, let [m,n] denotes the set {m,m+ 1,m+ 2, ..., n}. By
|A| we denote the cardinality of a set A.
Definition 1.2. (see [13],[14]) The lower and the upper natural densities of A ⊂ N
are defined by
d(A) = lim inf
n→∞
|A ∩ [1, n]|
n
and
d(A) = lim sup
n→∞
|A ∩ [1, n]|
n
.
If d(A) = d(A), we say that the natural density of A exists and it is denoted by
d(A).
Definition 1.3. [31, 25, 30, 26] A sequence of real numbers (xn) is said to converge
to a real number x0 statistically if for any ε > 0, d({n ∈ N : |xn − x0| ≥ ε}) = 0.
Definition 1.4. [19] For a sequence of integers (an) the subgroup
ts(an)(T) := {x ∈ T : {anx} → 0 statistically in T}
of T is called a statistically characterized (shortly, an s-characterized) (by (an))
subgroup of T.
This was followed by another attempt to generate nice subgroups of T using
certain kind of density function when in [9] the notion of natural density of order
α, 0 < α < 1, (introduced in 2012 in [6]) was used to generate corresponding
characterized subgroups tα(an)(T) and it was seen that they indeed generate, for a
given arithmetic sequence (an), new nontrivial subgroups different from t(an)(T) as
well as ts(an)(T).
Lately there have been certain other as also more general versions of density
functions which we now recall. The modulus functions are defined as functions
f : R+ ∪ {0} → R+ ∪ {0} which satisfy the following properties.
(i) f(x) = 0⇔ x = 0
(ii) f(x+ y) ≤ f(x) + f(y) for all x, y ∈ R+ [Triangle inequality]
(iii) f is non-decreasing
(iv) f is right continuous at 0.
Some examples of such modulus functions [1] are given by
1. f(x) = x, x ∈ R+ ∪ {0}.
2. f(x) = x1+x , x ∈ R
+ ∪ {0}.
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3. For any α ∈ (0, 1), f(x) = xα for x ∈ R+ ∪ {0}.
4. f(x) = log(1 + x), x ∈ R+ ∪ {0}.
In 2014, a notion of density function was introduced using modulus functions.
Precisely, the upper f density function [1] was defined in the following way:
d
f
(A) = lim sup
n→∞
f(|A ∩ [0, n− 1]|)
f(n)
.
Similarly the lower f density function df is defined.
On the other hand, in 2015 in [5] the authors defined a new class of densities
using weight functions. Let g : N→ [0,∞) be a function with lim
n→∞
g (n) =∞. The
upper density of weight g was defined in [5] by the formula
dg(A) = lim sup
n→∞
|A ∩ [1, n]|
g (n)
for A ⊂ N. The lower density of weight g, dg(A) is defined in a similar way. Then
the family
Zg = {A ⊂ N : dg(A) = 0}
forms an ideal. It has been observed in [5] that N ∈ Zg iff.
n
g(n) → 0. So we
additionally assume that n/g (n) 9 0. In addition we also assume the weight
function g to be such that dg(N) exists (i.e. limn→∞
n
g(n) exists).
The approaches of [6], [1] and [5] were unified in [8]. Let us now recall the
definition of the density function dfg (where f is an unbounded modulus function)
introduced in [8] which are our prime objects in this article:
dfg (A) = lim inf
n→∞
f(|A ∩ [1, n]|)
f(g(n))
and d
f
g (A) = lim sup
n→∞
f(|A ∩ [1, n]|)
f(g(n))
.
If dfg (A) = d
f
g (A), we say that d
f
g (A) exists.
Following the nomenclature of [8], Zg(f) = {A ⊂ N : d
f
g (A) = 0} denotes the
corresponding ideal and Z∗g (f) is the dual filter i.e. Z
∗
g (f) = {A ⊂ N : d
f
g (N \A) =
0}. Further we can assume g to be non-decreasing (denoting the set of all such
functions g by G) in view of the following.
Lemma 1.5. [8] Let f be an unbounded modulus function as specified. For each
function g ∈ G there exists a non-decreasing function g′ ∈ G such that Zg′ (f) =
Zg(f). Moreover, f(g
′(n)) ≤ f(g(n)) for all n ∈ N.
This article is broadly divided into two parts. In the first part, namely Section
2, we primarily continue the investigation of the ideal Zg(f) from [8] and present
several new observations all of which have interesting applications in the next two
sections. In Section 3 we take a more unified approach to the recent study of
characterized groups by considering the notion of density function dfg . As mentioned
already, all the notions of density functions, precisely, natural density d [13], natural
density of order α dα [6], their generalization with respect to weight function g,
dg [5] and natural density with respect to an unbounded modulus function f , f -
density df [1] are special cases of “f density of weight g” i.e. dfg [8] and the
consequence is that, not only the main results of [19] and [9] follow as special
cases of our results, namely, Theorem 3.4 (extends Theorem A [19]), Theorem 3.12
(extending Theorem B [19]) and Theorem 3.13 (extending Theorem C [19]), at the
same time, the questions about f -density are resolved. Finally the justification for
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the investigation is assured by Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 (proved in Section
4) which shows that for a given arithmetic sequence, we can indeed construct non-
trivial Borel subgroups of T different from ts(an)(T) or t
α
(an)
(T) for suitable choice of
modulus function f or the weight function g. The article ends with some interesting
comparative results about the generated subgroups which are also presented in this
section.
2. Certain further observations concerning the ideal Zg(f)
We start with the observation that for any unbounded modulus function f and
g ∈ G, the generated ideal Zg(f) contains at least one infinite subset of N as from
the result mentioned below one can easily verify that Zg(f) ! Fin where as usual
Fin stands for the ideal of all finite sets.
Lemma 2.1. [8] Let f be an unbounded modulus function and let g ∈ G. Further
let us define a sequence (nk) inductively such that n0 := 1 and nk+1 := min{n ∈
N : f(g(n)) ≥ 2f(g(nk))}. Then
Zg(f) = {A ⊂ N : lim
k→∞
f(|A ∩ [nk, nk+1)|)
f(g(nk))
= 0}.
The said observation follows by considering a set A = {mk ∈ N : mk ∈
[nk, nk+1)} and noting that
dfg (A) = lim
k→∞
f(|A ∩ [nk, nk+1)|)
f(g(nk))
= lim
k→∞
f(1)
f(g(nk))
= 0.
Proposition 2.2. For any unbounded modulus function f and for any g ∈ G,
the ideal Zg(f) is tall or dense (i.e. for any infinite subset A of N, there exists a
B ∈ Zg(f) with B ⊆ A).
Proof. Let f be an unbounded modulus function and g ∈ G. Then, from [8, The-
orem 3.7] the density ideal Zg(f) is generated by the sequence of measures (µk)
given by
µk(A) =
f(|A ∩ [nk, nk+1)|)
f(g(nk))
.
Therefore
lim
k→∞
sup
i∈N
µk({i}) = lim
k→∞
sup
i∈N
f(|{i} ∩ [nk, nk+1)|)
f(g(nk))
= lim
k→∞
f(1)
f(g(nk))
= 0.
Thus, from [5, Proposition 3.4], it follows that the density ideal Zg(f) is tall. 
The following results will be needed for our next observations.
Lemma 2.3. [8] Let f be an unbounded modulus function and let g ∈ G be such
that f(n)/f(g(n)) → ∞. Then there exists a set A ⊂ N such that the sequence
(f(|A ∩ [1, n]|)/f(g(n))) is bounded but not convergent to 0.
Lemma 2.4. [8] If f1 and f2 are two modulus functions and g1, g2 ∈ G are
such that there exist c1, c2 > 0, k ∈ N for which f1(x)/f2(x) ≥ c1 for all x and
f1(g1(n))/f2(g2(n)) ≤ c2 for all n ≥ k, then Zg1(f1) ⊆ Zg2(f2).
Proposition 2.5. Let f be an unbounded modulus function. If g1, g2 ∈ G are such
that f(n)/f(g2(n))9 0 and f(g2(n))/f(g1(n))→∞ then Zg1(f)  Zg2(f).
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Proof. Taking f1 = f2 = f in Lemma 2.4, we get Zg1(f) ⊆ Zg2(f). We choose a
function g3 : N→ [0,∞] in such a way that f(g3(n)) :=
√
f(g1(n)) · f(g2(n)) holds
for all n ∈ N. The existence of such a function g3 is assured as also this function is
well-defined as the function f is non-decreasing. Now
lim
n→∞
f(g1(n))
f(g3(n))
= lim
n→∞
√
f(g1(n))
f(g2(n))
= lim
n→∞
f(g3(n))
f(g2(n))
= 0. (1)
Since f(n)
f(g2(n))
9 0 and f(g2(n))
f(g1(n))
→∞, we have
f(n)
f(g1(n))
=
f(n)
f(g2(n))
·
f(g2(n))
f(g1(n))
→∞
⇒
f(n)
f(g3(n))
=
√
f(n)
2
f(g1(n))f(g2(n))
→∞.
Therefore, from Lemma 2.3, there exists A ⊂ N such that ( f(|A∩[1,n]|)
f(g3(n))
)n∈N is
bounded but not convergent to zero. We claim that A ∈ Zg2(f) \ Zg1(f). In-
deed from (1) we have
f(|A ∩ [1, n]|)
f(g2(n))
=
f(|A ∩ [1, n]|)
f(g3(n))
·
f(g3(n))
f(g2(n))
→ 0
whereas
f(|A ∩ [1, n]|)
f(g1(n))
=
f(|A ∩ [1, n]|)
f(g3(n))
·
f(g3(n))
f(g1(n))
→∞.
This shows that A ∈ Zg2(f) \ Zg1(f). 
In [8] comparisons were made between the ideals Zg and Zg(f) showing that
for suitable choice of the modulus function f , Zg 6= Zg(f) (see Proposition 2.5
and Remark 2.6 [8]). However no comparative study was carried out between the
ideals Z(f) and Zg(f) and of particular interest is the question whether there
are instances where these two ideals would be different which is answered in the
following results.
Corollary 2.6. For any unbounded modulus function f and g ∈ G if f(n)/f(g(n))→
∞ then Zg(f)  Z(f).
Proof. Taking g2(n) = n for all n ∈ N and g1 = g in Proposition 2.5, we obtain
Zg(f)  Z(f). 
Proposition 2.7. For any unbounded modulus function f , there exists g ∈ G such
that Z(f)  Zg(f).
Proof. Let f be an unbounded modulus function. Since f is non-decreasing, there
exists a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers (an) such that
f(an+1)
f(an)
→∞.
Set bn = a4n−2 and dn = a4n for all n ∈ N. Now we define a function g in the
following way.
g(n) =
{
dk for bk < n ≤ dk
n for dk < n ≤ bk+1.
From the construction, it is evident that g is non-decreasing. Since g(n)→∞ and
dk
g(dk)
= 1 for all k ∈ N we have n
g(n) 9 0 and therefore g ∈ G. Note that g(n) ≥ n
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for all n ∈ N. As f is non-decreasing, f(g(n)) ≥ f(n) i.e. f(n)
f(g(n)) ≤ 1 for all n ∈ N.
Therefore, in view of Lemma 2.4, we have Z(f) ⊆ Zg(f).
Let us define A =
∞⋃
k=1
(bk, ck] where ck = a4k−1. Since ck < dk, we obtain
f(|A ∩ [1, n]|)
f(g(n))
≤
f(|A ∩ [1, ck]|)
f(g(ck))
≤
f(ck)
f(dk)
→ 0.
which shows that A ∈ Zg(f). But A 6∈ Z(f), because for all k ∈ N, observe that
f(|A ∩ [1, ck]|)
f(ck)
≥
f(ck − bk)
f(ck)
≥
f(ck)− f(bk)
f(ck)
→ 1 (Since, lim
k→∞
f(a4k−2)
f(a4k−1)
= 0).
Thus we conclude that Z(f)  Zg(f). 
Remark 2.8. For each A = {n1 < n2 < . . . < nk < . . .} ⊆ N we can define
gA(n) =
{
dnk for bnk < n ≤ dnk
n otherwise
.
It is easy to verify that gA ∈ G and Z(f)  ZgA(f). Therefore, there exists c many
choice of g ∈ G for which Z(f)  Zg(f).
Proposition 2.9. For any unbounded modulus function f , there exists g ∈ G such
that Zg(f) is not comparable with Z(f).
Proof. Let f be any unbounded modulus function. Set a1=1 and we define a
sequence (an) inductively by considering an+1 = min{r ∈ N : r > an and
f(r) > nf(an)}. Since f is non-decreasing, an is well defined and we have a
strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers (an) satisfying
f(an+1)
f(an)
> n.
Define bn = a4n−2 and dn = a4n for all n ∈ N. From the construction it follows
that lim
n→∞
f(bn)
f(dn)
< lim
n→∞
1
(4n−1)(4n−2) = 0 and limn→∞
f(dn)
f(bn+1)
= 0. Now, we define
g(n) = {dk : bk < n ≤ bk+1}. Since
dk
g(dk)
= 1 for all k ∈ N then we must have
n
g(n) 9 0. Clearly g is non-decreasing and therefore belongs to G.
Let us take A =
∞⋃
k=1
(bk, c
′
k], where c
′
k = a4k−1. Then, as in Proposition 2.7, we
can show that A ∈ Zg(f) \ Z(f).
On the other hand start with B =
∞⋃
k=1
(ck+1, bk+1], where ck+1 = bk+1 − dk. We
are going to show that dk < ck+1 < bk+1. One part follows from the fact that dk > 0
for all k ∈ N. For the other part, first note that lim
n→∞
f(dn)
f(bn+1)
= 0. So, in addition,
we can assume that f(dk)
f(bk+1)
< 12 for all k ∈ N. Consequently f(bk+1) > 2f(dk) ≥
f(2dk) ⇒ bk+1 > 2dk (Since f is non-decreasing) ⇒ ck+1 = bk+1 − dk > dk.
Since dk < ck+1 < bk+1, it follows that
f(|B ∩ [1, n]|)
f(n)
≤
f(|B ∩ [1, bk+1]|)
f(bk+1)
≤
f(kdk)
f(bk+1)
≤
kf(dk)
f(bk+1)
<
f(a4n+1)
f(a4n+2)
→ 0.
Hence B ∈ Z(f). But B 6∈ Zg(f), since for all k ∈ N we must have
f(|B ∩ [1, bk+1]|)
f(g(bk+1))
≥
f(bk+1 − ck+1)
f(dk)
=
f(dk)
f(dk)
= 1.
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Thus B ∈ Z(f) \ Zg(f) i.e. Zg(f) is not comparable with Z(f). 
Our next result is the most important observation regarding the ideals Zg(f) in
this section (which was left out in [8]) where we show that there exists an antichain
of cardinality c of such ideals in line of Theorem 2.7 [5]. In order to prove the
result, we will need the following: Two sets P,Q ⊆ N are said to be almost disjoint
if P ∩Q is finite. Theorem 5.35 [15] assures the existence of a family J of infinite
pairwise almost disjoint subsets of N with |J | = c .
Theorem 2.10. For any unbounded modulus function f , there exists a family
G0 ⊆ G of cardinality c such that Zg(f) is incomparable with Z(f) for each g ∈ G0
and Zg1(f), Zg2(f) are incomparable for any distinct g1, g2 ∈ G0.
Proof. Let f be an unbounded modulus function. As in Proposition 2.9, we can
find a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers (an) such that
f(an+1)
f(an)
> n.
Set bn = a4n−2 and dn = a4n for all n ∈ N. Now for any P = {p1 < p2 < . . . <
pk < . . .} ∈ J , we define
gP (n) =
{
dpk for bpk < n ≤ bpk+1
n otherwise.
Note that gP ∈ G. Consider the set
AP =
∞⋃
k=1
(bpk , c
′
pk
] where, c′pk = a4pk−1.
Then as in Proposition 2.7, we can show that AP ∈ ZgP (f) \ Z(f).
Now consider the set
BP =
∞⋃
k=1
(cpk+1, bpk+1] where, cpk+1 = bpk+1 − dpk .
Again following the line of proof in Proposition 2.9, one can show that BP ∈
Z(f) \ ZgP (f).
Let us next define G0 = {gP ∈ G : P ∈ J }. It has already been observed that
Zg(f) is incomparable with Z(f) for any g ∈ G0. Now, consider any two distinct
sets P = {p1 < p2 < . . . < pk < . . .}, Q = {q1 < q2 < . . . < qk < . . .} ∈ J .
We intend to show that ZgP (f), ZgQ(f) are incomparable. We already have AP ∈
ZgP (f) and AQ ∈ ZgQ(f) where AQ is similarly constructed as AP .
In view of the fact that P,Q are infinite and almost disjoint there exists k0 ∈ N
such that for all k > k0 we have
qj(k) < pk < qj(k)+1
⇒ qj(k) + 1 ≤ pk < qj(k)+1
⇒ bqj(k)+1 ≤ bpk < bqj(k)+1
⇒ bqj(k)+1 ≤ bpk < cpk < bqj(k)+1 .
From the construction of gQ, it follows that gQ(cpk) = cpk and consequently for all
k ∈ N we have,
f(|AP ∩ [1, cpk ]|)
f(gQ(cpk))
≥
f(cpk − bpk)
f(cpk)
≥
f(cpk)− f(bpk)
f(cpk)
→ 1.
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This shows that AP 6∈ ZgQ(f). Similarly we can also show that AQ 6∈ ZgP (f).
Thus, we can conclude that Zg1(f) and Zg2(f) are incomparable for any two distinct
g1, g2 ∈ G0. 
We will end this section with some more comparison results which are interesting
in their own right and will also come to our use in the last section of this article.
The following lemma will play the most vital role hereafter.
Lemma 2.11. For any two unbounded modulus functions f1, f2, there exists a
strictly increasing sequence (an) of natural numbers such that
f1(an+1)
f1(an)
> n and
f2(an+1)
f2(an)
> n.
Proof. Set a1=1. Choose a2 ∈ N in such a way that a2 > 1 while f1(a2) >
f1(1), f1(a2) > f2(1) and f2(a2) > f1(1), f2(a2) > f2(1) are satisfied. Now induc-
tively we define
an+1 = {r ∈ N : min{f1(r), f2(r)} > nmax{f1(an), f2(an)} and r > an} for all n ∈ N.
Since f1(n) → ∞ and f2(n) → ∞, so an+1 is well defined for all n ∈ N. From the
construction, it is clear that (an) is strictly increasing and
f1(an+1)
f1(an)
> n, f2(an+1)
f2(an)
> n
for all n ∈ N. 
Proposition 2.12. For any two unbounded modulus functions f1, f2, there exists
g ∈ G such that Z(f1)  Zg(f2).
Proposition 2.13. For any two unbounded modulus functions f1, f2, there exists
g ∈ G such that Zg(f2) is not comparable with Z(f1).
Proposition 2.14. For any two unbounded modulus functions f1, f2, there exists a
family G0 ⊆ G of cardinality c such that Zg(fi) is incomparable with Z(fj) for each
g ∈ G0 and i, j ∈ {1, 2}. Also Zg1(fi), Zg2(fj) are incomparable for i, j ∈ {1, 2}
and any two distinct g1, g2 ∈ G0.
In view of Lemma 2.11, the proofs are analogous to the proofs of Proposition
2.7, Proposition 2.9 and Proposition 2.10 respectively.
Proposition 2.15. For any unbounded modulus function f , there exist g1, g2 ∈ G
such that Zg1(f)  Z(f)  Zg2(f).
Proof. Let f be an unbounded modulus function. Therefore, from Proposition 2.7,
there exists a g2 ∈ G such that Z(f)  Zg2(f).
As Z(f) 6= Fin, choose a set A = {n1 < n2 < . . . < nk < . . .} ⊆ N such that
A ∈ Z(f) (i.e. df (A) = 0). Consequently we have lim
k→∞
f(k)
f(nk)
= 0. Next define,
g1(n) =
{
1 for 1 ≤ n < n1
k for nk ≤ n < nk+1.
It is easy to observe that g1 is non-decreasing while lim
n→∞
n
g1(n)
9 0 follows from
the fact that nk
g1(nk)
= nk
k
> 1 for all k ∈ N i.e. g1 ∈ G. Note that
lim
n→∞
f(n)
f(g(n))
≥ lim
k→∞
f(nk)
f(k)
=∞.
Hence from Corollary 2.6, we have Zg1(f)  Z(f) and we are done. 
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3. The characterized subgroups for the density function dfg
One can naturally think of the following general notion of convergence corre-
sponding to the density function dfg .
Definition 3.1. A sequence of real numbers (xn) is said to converge to a real
number x0 f
g-statistically if for any ε > 0, dfg ({n ∈ N : |xn − x0| ≥ ε}) = 0.
As a natural consequence we can introduce our main definition of this section.
Definition 3.2. For a sequence of integers (an) the subgroup
tf,g(an)(T) := {x ∈ T : anx→ 0 f
g-statistically in T} (2)
of T is called an fg-statistically characterized (shortly, an fg-characterized) (by
(an)) subgroup of T.
Before we proceed to prove our results, it is necessary to recall the following
basic facts and definitions in line of [19].
A sequence of positive integers (an) is an arithmetic sequence if
1 = a0 < a1 < a2 < · · · < an < . . . and an|an+1 for every n ∈ N.
Let (an) be an arithmetic sequence. In this case the ratio, defined by qn =
an
an−1
for
n > 0 (so that q1 := a1), is a positive integer. Further we assume without loss of
generality that the elements of the sequence are distinct, i.e. qn ≥ 2 for all n ≥ 1.
For arithmetic sequences, the fact that any x ∈ T can be represented canonically
has been used in this sequel time and again. So here we recapitulate the result
once.
Lemma 3.3. [21] For any arithmetic sequence (an) and x ∈ T, we can find a
unique sequence of integers {cn} where cn ∈ [0, qn − 1] such that
x =
∞∑
n=1
cn
an
, (3)
and cn < qn − 1 for infinitely many n.
We define the support of x by
supp(an)(x) = {n ∈ N : cn 6= 0}.
When no confusion is possible, we simply write supp(x).
Theorem 3.4. For any sequence of integers (an), t
f,g
(an)
(T) is a Fσδ (hence, Borel)
subgroup of T containing t(an)(T).
Proof. As the proof follows the same line of arguments as Theorem A [19], we only
provide a brief sketch. It is easy to check that tf,g(an)(T) is a subgroup of the circle
group T. From Definition 3.2, one can write
tf,g(an)(T) = {x ∈ T : (∀k ∈ N) d
f
g ({n : x ∈ Un,k}) = 0} =
∞⋂
k=1
{
x ∈ T : dfg ({n : x ∈ Un,k}) = 0
}
=
∞⋂
k=1
{
x ∈ T : lim
m→∞
f(|{i ∈ N : x ∈ Ui,k} ∩ [1,m]|)
f(g(m))
= 0
}
=
∞⋂
k=1
{
x ∈ T : (∀j ∈ N)(∃m ∈ N) such that
f(|{i ∈ N : x ∈ Ui,k} ∩ [1, n]|)
f(g(n))
≤
1
j
for all n ≥ m
}
.
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where Un,k :=
{
x ∈ T : ‖anx‖ >
1
k
}
for n, k ∈ N. Subsequently writing
Vk,j,n =
{
x ∈ T :
f(|{i ∈ N : x ∈ Ui,k} ∩ [1, n]|)
f(g(n))
≤
1
j
}
one can show that Vk,j,n is closed in T for every fixed triple k, j and n. The assertion
then follows from the equality
tf,g(an)(T) =
∞⋂
k=1
∞⋂
j=1
∞⋃
m=1
⋂
n≥m
Vk,j,n.

Clearly the non-triviality of the newly obtained subgroups tf,g(an)(T) depends on
(i) whether tf,g(an)(T) actually becomes the whole circle group T and
(ii) whether as subgroups of T, they are really ‘new’ compared to the al-
ready studied characterized subgroups t(an)(T) or their versions t
s
(an)
(T)
and tα(an)(T).
The study of the first question (i) is easy, as it is known that t(an)(T) = T precisely
when an = 0 for almost all n [4, 22]. Using this fact one can conclude that t
f,g
(an)
(T) =
T precisely when dfg ({n : an 6= 0}) = 0. Since no arithmetic sequence (an) satisfies
dfg ({n : an 6= 0}) = 0, we deduce that t
f,g
(an)
(T) 6= T for such sequences.
The second question (ii) is far more complicated and seems worth studying. We
thoroughly investigate this problem for general arithmetic sequences.
As the general case seem quite complicated, so as in [19] we begin with a special
case providing a basic example considering the sequence (2n) and then step-by step,
generalize the idea.
3.1. The fg-characterized subgroup for the sequence an = 2
n. Note that
t(2n)(T) is simply the Pru¨fer group Z(2
∞). So it remains only to check that tf,g(2n)(T)
contains an element x that does not belong to Z(2∞). It is known that x ∈ Z(2∞)
precisely when supp(x) is finite (see [21]). Note that, for an = 2
n, cn can only be 0
or 1. Below we take f(x) = log(1 + x), g(n) = n
1
2 and construct an element which
belongs to tf,g(2n)(T) \ t(2n)(T).
Example 3.5. Choose x ∈ T with
supp(2n)(x) =
∞⋃
n=1
[(2n− 1)(2n−1), (2n)(2n)]. (4)
We will show that x ∈ tf,g(2n)(T)\t(2n)(T). To check that x ∈ t
f,g
(2n)(T), pick an m ∈ N
and define a subset A of N as follows:
First let Bn := [(2n − 1)
(2n−1), (2n)(2n)]. Clearly length of Bn diverges to ∞.
Consequently one can choose n0 ∈ N such that (2n0)
(2n0) − (2n0 − 1)
(2n0−1) > m.
Now let
A0 := [(2n0)
2n0 −m, (2n0)
2n0 ] and A′0 := [(2n0 + 1)
(2n0+1) −m, (2n0 + 1)
(2n0+1)].
Similarly, let
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Ak := [(2(n0 + k))
(2(n0+k)) −m, (2(n0 + k))
(2(n0+k))]
and
A′k := [(2(n0 + k) + 1)
(2(n0+k)+1) −m, (2(n0 + k) + 1)
(2(n0+k)+1)].
Finally, put A =
∞⋃
k=0
(Ak ∪ A
′
k). Note that |Ak| = |A
′
k| = m+ 1, and so
d
f
g (A) = lim sup
n→∞
f(|A ∩ [1, n]|)
f(g(n))
= max ·
{
lim
k→∞
f(2(m+ 1)(k + 1))
f((2(n0 + k) + 1)
1
2 ·(2(n0+k)+1))
, lim
k→∞
f(2(m+ 1)(k + 1)− (m+ 1))
f((2(n0 + k))
1
2 ·(2(n0+k)))
}
= max ·
{
lim
k→∞
log(1 + (2(m+ 1)(k + 1)))
log(1 + ((2(n0 + k) + 1)
1
2 ·(2(n0+k)+1)))
, lim
k→∞
log(1 + (2(m+ 1)(k + 1)−m))
log(1 + ((2(n0 + k))
1
2 ·(2(n0+k))))
}
= 0.
We claim that ‖2nx‖ < 1/2m for all n ∈ N \ A. As n ∈ N \ A, by the choice of A
and the definition of Bn := [(2n− 1)
(2n−1), (2n)(2n)], we can deduce that
(a) either n ∈ [(2r)(2r), (2r+1)(2r+1)] for some r ∈ N, and n+1, n+2, . . . , n+
m ∈ [(2r)(2r), (2r + 1)(2r+1)], or
(b) n ∈ [(2r+1)(2r+1), (2(r+1))(2(r+1))] for some r ∈ N, and n+1, n+2, . . . , n+
m ∈ [(2r + 1)(2r+1), (2(r + 1))(2(r+1))].
In both cases we have cn+1 = cn+2 = . . . = cn+m. In case (b) this leads to
cn+1 = cn+2 = . . . = cn+m = 0 which implies
2nx =
cn+1
2
+
cn+2
22
+ . . .+
cn+m
2m
+
cn+m+1
2m+1
+ . . . =
cn+m+1
2m+1
+ . . . .
Therefore ‖2nx‖ < 1/2m. In case (a) this leads to cn+1 = cn+2 = . . . = cn+m = 1,
and subsequently
2nx =
1
2
+
1
22
+ . . .+
1
2m
+
cn+m+1
2m+1
+ . . . = 1−
1
2m
+
cn+m+1
2m+1
+ . . . .
As a result we can again conclude that ‖2nx‖ < 1/2m. Since m ∈ N was chosen
arbitrarily and N \ A ∈ Z∗g (f), we obtain that (2
nx) fg-statistically converges to 0
in T i.e. x ∈ tf,g(2n)(T). According to [21], x /∈ t(2n)(T) as supp(x) is infinite.
However, we can actually prove that the newly obtained subgroup tf,g(2n)(T) con-
tains uncountably more elements compared to t(2n)(T) as had been observed for
ts(2n)(T) (Proposition 3.5 [19]). We prove that in Proposition 3.8.
Now we are in a position to see that the element x ∈ T in Example 3.5 can be
replaced by a more generally defined element of T without any restriction on f or g.
To explain the choice, we note that for every x as in (4) such that x 6∈ Z(2∞), the
support can be presented as a disjoint union of infinitely many consecutive intervals⋃
n
Bn. Let us define
Ifg =
{
∞⋃
r=1
Br : Br = [n(2r−1), n(2r)], for some A = {nr}r∈N ⊂ N with d
f
g (A) = 0
}
.
(5)
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In Example 3.5 we used the following specific member of Ifg
B =
∞⋃
r=1
Br ∈ I
f
g , with Br := [(2r − 1)
(2r−1), (2r)(2r)]. (6)
Now we intend to show that Ifg 6⊆ Zg(f). If possible let us assume that I
f
g ⊆ Zg(f)
for some unbounded modulus function f and g ∈ G. Note that for any unbounded
modulus function f and for any g ∈ G, we have Zg(f) 6= Fin. Therefore, we can
choose A = {n1 < n2 < n3 < . . . } ⊂ N such that IA =
∞⋃
r=1
Br ∈ I
f
g ⊆ Zg(f), where
Br = [n(2r−1), n(2r)]. Then, for A
′ = (nr+1) ⊆ A, we have IA′ =
∞⋃
r=1
B′r ∈ I
f
g ⊆
Zg(f), where B
′
r = [n(2r), n(2r+1)]. But this implies that N ∈ Zg(f) which is a
contradiction. Our next observation is a result concerning both Ifg and Zg(f) in
line of (Lemma 3.3 [19]) that will be frequently used in the sequel.
Lemma 3.6. |Ifg | = |Zg(f)| = c.
Proof. Fix a specific member B =
∞⋃
r=1
Br ∈ I
f
g , e.g., as in (6). Fix a sequence
ξ = (zi) ∈ {0, 1}
N and define Bξ =
∞⋃
k=1
B2k+zk . In other words, this subset B
ξ of B
is obtained by taking at each stage k either B2k of B2k+1 depending on the choice
imposed by ξ. As obviously Bξ 6= Bη for distinct ξ, η ∈ {0, 1}N, this provides an
injective map given by
{0, 1}N ∋ ξ → Bξ ∈ Ifg ,
Since |{0, 1}N| = c, we are done.
A similar proof works for Zg(f). 
Let us note that the element x ∈ T in Example 3.5 has the property supp(x) ∈ Ifg .
Now we see that the argument works with any element x of T with supp(x) ∈ Ifg
where f is an unbounded modulus function and g ∈ G.
Lemma 3.7. Let x ∈ T be such that supp(2n)(x) ∈ I
f
g . Then x ∈ t
f,g
(2n)(T)\ t(2n)(T).
Proof. The fact that x /∈ t(2n)(T) follows from the fact that supp(x) ∈ I
f
g implies
supp(x) is infinite.
We take supp(2n)(x) =
∞⋃
n=1
[n(2r−1), n(2r)], where A
′ = (nr) ∈ Zg(f). Let us
define Gr := [n(2r), n(2r+1)] and Br = [n(2r−1), n(2r)]. Consider any m ∈ N. We
choose r0 ∈ N such that nr0 > m . Now we define, A0 = {nr : r ∈ N and r ≥ r0}
and Ai = {nr − i : r ∈ N and r ≥ r0} ∩ N. Consequently
dfg (Ai) = lim
n→∞
f(|(A0 − i) ∩ [1, n]|)
f(g(n))
≤ lim
n→∞
f(|A0 ∩ [1, n]|+ i)
f(g(n))
≤ dfg (A
′) + lim
n→∞
f(i)
f(g(n))
= 0
Finally put A =
m⋃
i=0
Ai. We can then show that this A witnesses the needed f
g-
statistical convergence with respect to ε = 1/2m following the line of the proof of
Example 3.5. 
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Immediately we have the following result.
Proposition 3.8. |tf,g(2n)(T) \ t(2n)(T)| = c.
Proof. In Lemma 3.7 we have shown that {x : supp(2n)(x) ∈ I
f
g} ⊂ t
f,g
(2n)(T) \
t(2n)(T). Now as |{x : supp(2n)(x) ∈ I
f
g}| = |I
f
g |, so Lemma 3.6 tells us that
|{x : supp(2n)(x) ∈ I
f
g}| = |I
f
g | = c. That is, |t
f,g
(2n)(T) \ t(2n)(T)| ≥ c which gives our
result.

On the basis of the existing knowledge that t(2n)(T) is countably infinite in size,
an obvious but important consequence coming from Proposition 3.8 is the following.
Corollary 3.9. |tf,g(2n)(T)| = c.
Proof. The observation immediately follows as
tf,g(2n)(T) \ t(2n)(T) ⊆ t
f,g
(2n)(T) ⊆ T.
. 
3.2. The general case for arithmetic sequences and some more observa-
tions. In this section, we generalize the whole idea of the last section for arbitrary
arithmetic sequences and try to generalize Example 3.5 and Corollary 3.9 in this
context.
First we prove a lemma analogous to Lemma 3.7 which gives a sufficient condition
for some x to be in tf,g(an)(T).
Lemma 3.10. Let (an) be an arithmetic sequence and let x ∈ T be such that
supp(x) ∈ Ifg and cn = qn − 1 for all n ∈ supp(x). Then x ∈ t
f,g
(an)
(T).
Proof. Let x =
∞∑
n=1
cn
an
be the canonical representation of x ∈ T where c1 = 0, cn
is either 0 or (qn − 1) for any n > 1 and {n : cn = qn − 1} =
∞⋃
r=1
Br ∈ I
f
g where
Br = [n(2r−1), n(2r)] for some B = {nr} ⊆ N. We claim that x ∈ t
f,g
(an)
(T)\ t(an)(T).
Indeed, the fact that x /∈ t(an)(T) comes from Theorem 2.3 in [21]. To show that
x ∈ tf,g(an)(T) we proceed exactly as in Lemma 3.7. We take an arbitrary m ∈ N and
get the same r0 ∈ N and A ⊂ N with d
f
g (A) = 0. What is required now is to show
that lim
n→∞
n∈N\A
‖anx‖ = 0. For n ∈ N \A, by the choice of A and the definition of Br,
we deduce that
(a) either n ∈ Br for some r ∈ N, and n+ 1, n+ 2, . . . , n+m ∈ Br, or
(b) n ∈ Gr for some r ∈ N, and n+ 1, n+ 2, . . . , n+m ∈ Gr .
In case (b) this leads to cn+1 = cn+2 = . . . = cn+m = 0, and consequently
anx =
∞∑
k=n+1+m
ck
ak
·an ≤
∞∑
k=n+1+m
qk − 1
ak
·an =
∞∑
k=n+1+m
(
1
ak−1
−
1
ak
)
·an ≤
an
am+n
.
In case (a) this leads to ck = qk − 1 for k = n + 1, n + 2, ..., n +m which implies
that
anx =
n+m∑
k=n+1
qk − 1
ak
· an +
∞∑
k=n+1+m
ck
ak
· an.
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Now the first part is
n+m∑
k=n+1
qk − 1
ak
· an =
n+m∑
k=n+1
(
1
ak−1
−
1
ak
)
· an = 1−
an
an+m
and the second part
∞∑
k=n+1+m
ck
ak
.an ≤
∞∑
k=n+1+m
qk − 1
ak
· an =
∞∑
k=n+1+m
(
1
ak−1
−
1
ak
)
· an ≤
an
am+n
.
Therefore, we obtain that ‖anx‖ ≤
an
an+m
≤ 12m . As m ∈ N was chosen arbitrarily,
so we conclude that ‖anx‖ converges f
g-statistically to 0. 
Now we are going to provide another, very natural, sufficient condition for x ∈
tf,g(an)(T) in line of (Theorem 4.4 [19]).
Theorem 3.11. Let (an) be an arithmetic sequence and x ∈ T. If d
f
g (supp(x)) = 0,
then x ∈ tf,g(an)(T).
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.4 [19] and so is omitted. 
We shall invert this theorem in Corollary 3.19. As mentioned in the introduction
following is the more general version of Theorem B [19].
Theorem 3.12. For any arithmetic sequence (an), We have |t
f,g
(an)
(T)| = c.
Proof. Clearly tf,g(an)(T) ⊂ T implies |t
f,g
(an)
(T)| ≤ |T| = c.
To prove the inequality |tf,g(an)(T)| ≥ |T| = c we use two alternative arguments.
Let B ∈ Ifg . Define xB ∈ T with supp(xB) = B and cn = qn − 1 for all n ∈ B.
According to Lemma 3.10, xB ∈ t
f,g
(an)
(T). Since the map Ifg ∋ B 7→ xB ∈ t
f,g
(an)
(T)
is obviously injective, |tf,g(an)(T)| = c by Lemma 3.6.
The second argument uses the fact that |Zg(f)| = c as has been shown in Propo-
sition 3.6. This provides c many elements {xi : i ∈ I} in T with distinct supports
of fg-density 0 and as a result applying Theorem 3.11, we obtain that xi ∈ t
f,g
(an)
(T)
for every i ∈ I. 
Below we have the more general version of Theorem C [19].
Theorem 3.13. tf,g(an)(T) 6= t(an)(T) for any arithmetic sequence (an).
Proof. If (qn) is bounded then t
f,g
(an)
(T) 6= t(an)(T), as t(an)(T) is countable.
Therefore, we consider (qn) is not bounded. Then there exists B ⊂ N such that
(qn)n∈B diverges to ∞. Now, in view of Proposition 2.2 there exists a B
′ ⊆ B such
that dfg (B
′) = 0. So, in addition we can assume that dfg (B) = 0. Take
x =
∞∑
n=1
cn
an
∈ T with supp(x) = B and cn =
⌊qn
2
⌋
for all n ∈ B.
Then x ∈ tf,g(an)(T) by Theorem 3.11, while x 6∈ t(an)(T) (by [21, Theorem 2.3]).
This proves tf,g(an)(T) 6= t(an)(T).

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It has already been showed that for any arithmetic sequence (an), the condition
in Theorem 3.11 is not necessary for some x ∈ T to be in tf,g(an)(T) (see Example 4.5
[19]). More precisely we have the following.
Example 3.14. We have already shown that Ifg 6⊆ Zg(f). Therefore, there exists
a B ∈ Ifg such that d
f
g (B) > 0. Let x =
∞∑
n=1
cn
an
∈ T be such that cn = 0 whenever
n /∈ B and for all n ∈ B, cn = qn − 1 as described in Lemma 3.10. Then applying
Lemma 3.10 we can see that x ∈ tf,g(an)(T). Since d
f
g (supp(x)) 6= 0, it follows that
supp(x) does not satisfy the criteria of Theorem 3.11 though x ∈ tf,g(an)(T).
Finally, following [19], we address the natural question as to, for an arithmetic
sequence (an), which specific elements of T would not surely belong to t
f,g
(an)
(T).
Proposition 3.15. Let (an) be a q-bounded arithmetic sequence, f be an unbounded
modulus function and g ∈ G. Consider x ∈ T be such that
(i) supp(x) =
∞⋃
n=1
[ln, kn], where ln, kn ∈ N, ln ≤ kn < ln+1 − 1 for all n ∈ N;
(ii) d
f
g (A) > 0, where A = {ln : n ∈ N}.
Then x /∈ tf,g(an)(T).
Proof. Let qn ≤M for some M ∈ N\ {1}. We set B = {n− 2 : n ∈ A}. Therefore,
for any n ∈ B, we can observe that n + 1 6∈ supp(x) but n + 2 ∈ supp(x). Here,
d
f
g (B) > 0 by hypothesis. Now, for all n ∈ B, we have
{anx} = an
∞∑
i=n+1
ci
ai
= an
∞∑
i=n+2
ci
ai
≤
an
an+1
=
1
qn+1
≤
1
2
.
But, for all n ∈ B, we also have
{anx} = an
∞∑
i=n+1
ci
ai
= an
∞∑
i=n+2
ci
ai
≥
an
an+2
=
1
qn+1qn+2
≥
1
M2
.
Hence, we find a set B ⊆ N with d
f
g (B) > 0 such that for all n ∈ B, ‖anx‖ ∈ [
1
M2
, 12 ]
i.e. x /∈ tf,g(an)(T). 
Corollary 3.16. Let (an) be a q-bounded arithmetic sequence, f be an unbounded
modulus function and g ∈ G. Consider x ∈ T be such that
(i) supp(x) =
∞⋃
n=1
[ln, kn], where ln, kn ∈ N, ln ≤ kn < ln+1 − 1 for all n ∈ N;
(ii) there exist m ∈ N such that for all n ∈ N, |kn−ln| ≤ m and |ln+1−kn| ≤ m.
Then x /∈ tf,g(an)(T).
Proof. Let us consider A = {ln : n ∈ N}. If possible we assume that d
f
g (A) = 0.
We have already seen that for each fixed i ∈ N, dfg (Ai) = 0 where Ai = {n − i :
n ∈ A} ∩ N. Since, |ln+1 − ln| ≤ |ln+1 − kn| + |kn − ln| ≤ 2m, it follows that
N =
2m⋃
i=0
Ai ∈ Zg(f). Therefore our assumption was wrong and we finally get
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d
f
g (A) > 0. Now, we can observe that x satisfies all the conditions of Proposition
3.15. Thus x /∈ tf,g(an)(T).

Again consider the following example.
Example 3.17. Consider any unbounded modulus function f and g ∈ G.Let, x =
1
pr−1 (where r ∈ N \ {1} and p is any prime) and an = p
n. Take ln = kn = rn and
m = r. Therefore from Corollary 3.15 we obtain, x =
∞∑
n=1
1
pmn
= 1
pm−1 6∈ t
f,g
(pn)(T).
A particular example is 18 6∈ t
f,g
(3n)(T).
We will generalize the idea of the above example to construct x ∈ T in another
way (different from Proposition 3.15) which will lie outside tf,g(an)(T).
Proposition 3.18. Let (an) be an arithmetic sequence of integers, f be an un-
bounded modulus function and g ∈ G. Consider x ∈ T with d
f
g (supp(x)) > 0. If
there exists m1,m2 ∈ R with 0 < m1 ≤ m2 <
1
2 and ∀ n ∈ supp(x),
cn
qn
∈ [m1,m2],
then x 6∈ tf,g(an)(T).
Proof. Let x =
∑
i∈supp(x)
ci
ai
be the canonical representation of x. We define, B =
{(n− 1) ∈ N : n ∈ supp(x)}. Since d
f
g (supp(x)) > 0, we must have d
f
g (B) > 0.
Now ∀n ∈ B one has
{anx} = an ·
∑
i∈supp(x)
i>n
ci
ai
≤ an ·
∑
i∈supp(x)
i>n
m1 ·
ai
ai−1
ai
= an ·
∑
i∈supp(x)
i>n
m1
ai−1
= an ·
∑
i∈B
i≥n
m1
ai
≥ an ·
m1
an
= m1
and
{anx} = an ·
∑
i∈supp(x)
i>n
ci
ai
≤ an ·
∑
i∈supp(x)
i>n
m2 ·
ai
ai−1
ai
= an ·
∑
i∈B
i≥n
m2
ai
≤ m2(1 +
an
an+1
+
an
an+2
+ . . .) ≤ m2 ·
1
(1− 12 )
= 2m2.
Therefore ∀n ∈ B, {anx} ∈ [m1, 2m2] & B 6∈ Zg(f) which implies ‖anx‖ cannot
fg-statistically converge to 0. Thus x 6∈ tf,g(an)(T). 
Corollary 3.19. Let (an) be an arithmetic sequence. Then for a subset B ⊆ N
there exists x ∈ T with supp(an)(x) = B and x 6∈ t
f,g
(an)
(T) if and only if d
f
g (B) > 0.
4. Non-triviality of fg-characterized subgroups and some comparison
results
In this section, our main aim is to check whether this newly obtained fg-
characterized subgroups are really new compared to the already studied s-characterized
subgroups and α-characterized subgroups.
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Theorem 4.1. For any unbounded modulus function f , there exists g ∈ G such
that tf,g(an)(T)  t
α
(an)
(T) and tf,g(an)(T)  t
s
(an)
(T).
Proof. Write the identity function as f1 for brevity, take g(n) = log(1 + n) for all
n ∈ N and g1(n) = n
α for all n ∈ N, where 0 < α < 1. Observe that
lim
n→∞
f1(g1(n))
f1(g(n))
= lim
n→∞
nα
ln(1 + n)
= lim
n→∞
αnα ·
n+ 1
n
=∞
and
lim
n→∞
f1(n)
f1(g1(n))
= lim
n→∞
n
nα
9 0.
Therefore from Proposition 2.5, it follows that Zg  Zα. Now, in view of Propo-
sition 2.6 [8], for any unbounded modulus function f we have Zg(f) ⊆ Zg. Con-
sequently one can choose A ∈ Zα \ Zg(f). Clearly this means d
f
g (A) > 0 and
from Corollary 3.19 it follows that x ∈ T with supp(x) = A satisfies x 6∈ tf,g(an)(T).
As supp(x) = A ∈ Zα i.e. dα(A) = 0, from Theorem 3.11 we can conclude that
x ∈ tα(an)(T). Thus t
f,g
(an)
(T)  tα(an)(T). Similarly taking α = 1, and choosing an
appropriate support we can show that tf,g(an)(T)  t
s
(an)
(T). 
Theorem 4.2. There exists an unbounded modulus function f such that for any
g ∈ G, tf,g(an)(T) 6= t
α
(an)
(T) and tf,g(an)(T) 6= t
s
(an)
(T).
Proof. We consider f(x) = log(1 + x) and any g ∈ G. Let A ⊂ N be such that
|A ∩ [1, n]| = ⌊nβ⌋ (where 0 < β < α < 1).
Then
dα(A) = lim
n→∞
|(A ∩ [1, n])|
nα
≤ lim
n→∞
nβ
nα
= lim
n→∞
1
nα−β
= 0.
Since n
g(n) 9 0, there exists (nk) ⊆ N such that 1 + g(nk) < (1 + nk)
2. Now, we
observe that
f(|(A ∩ [1, nk])|)
f(g(nk))
=
log(1 + |(A ∩ [1, nk])|)
log(1 + g(nk))
≥
log(nβk )
log(1 + nk)2
→
β
2
> 0.
Therefore d
f
g (A) > 0 and again in view of Corollary 3.19, x ∈ T with supp(x) = A
lies outside tf,g(an)(T). On the other hand supp(x) = A and dα(A) = 0 implies
x ∈ tα(an)(T) ⊆ t
s
(an)
(T) in view of Theorem 3.11. Hence tf,g(an)(T) 6= t
α
(an)
(T) and
tf,g(an)(T) 6= t
s
(an)
(T).
But we can actually say more. For each 0 < α ≤ 1, we can choose β from (0, α)
in c many ways. Therefore, we also have |tα(an)(T) \ t
f,g
(an)
(T)| = c. 
Finally we have the following observations about the relations between char-
acterized subgroups generated by two modulus functions which provides a broad
picture about these subgroups.
Theorem 4.3. For any two unbounded modulus functions f1, f2, there exists c
many g ∈ G such that tf1(an)(T)  t
f2,g
(an)
(T).
Proof. Let f1, f2 be two unbounded modulus functions. From Proposition 2.12,
there exists c many g ∈ G such that Z(f1)  Zg(f2). Therefore, there exists A ⊆ N
such that A ∈ Zg(f2) \ Z(f1) i.e d
f2
g (A) = 0 while d
f1
(A) > 0. The result then
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follows considering x ∈ T with supp(x) = A from Corollary 3.19 and Theorem
3.11. 
• For any two unbounded modulus functions f1, f2, there exists a family G0 ⊆ G
of cardinality c such that tfi,g(an)(T) is incomparable with t
fj
(an)
(T) for each g ∈ G0
and i, j ∈ {1, 2}. Also tfi,g1(an) (T), t
fj ,g2
(an)
(T) are incomparable for i, j ∈ {1, 2} and any
two distinct g1, g2 ∈ G0.
The result follows from Proposition 2.14 following the line of the proof of Theo-
rem 4.3.
• For any unbounded modulus function f , there exist g1, g2 ∈ G such that
tf,g1(an)(T)  t
f
(an)
(T)  tf,g2(an)(T).
The result follows from Proposition 2.15 with the proof being analogous to the
proof of Theorem 4.3.
In the recent article [9] the following open problem was posed: Problem 2.1. For
any arithmetic sequence (an) and 0 < α1 < α2 < 1, is t
α1
(an)
(T)  tα2(an)(T) ?
We end the section with the following result which shows that the answer to the
above problem is positive.
Proposition 4.4. For any unbounded modulus function f , if g1, g2 ∈ G are such
that f(n)/f(g2(n))9 0 and f(g2(n))/f(g1(n))→∞, then t
f,g1
(an)
(T)  tf,g2(an)(T).
Proof. As from Proposition 2.5, it follows that Zg1 (f)  Zg2(f), the rest of the
proof can be done following the method of the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
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